
 

Russia is no longer a strategic partner of the EU,
say MEPs
 
The EU must critically re-assess its relations with Russia, which are profoundly damaged
by Russia's deliberate violation of democratic principles, fundamental values and
international law with its violent action and destabilisation of its neighbours , MEPs said
on Wednesday. The EU must now devise a soft-power contingency plan to counter
Russia’s aggressive and divisive policies, they said.
 
“With its aggression against Ukraine and annexation of Crimea, the Russian leadership has put
our relations at  a crossroads. It  is  up to the Kremlin to decide now which way it  will  go –
cooperation or deepening alienation,” said the EP rapporteur, Gabrielius Landsbergis (EPP, LT).
“I am convinced that the Russian people, as all of us, want peace, not war. A change in Russia
can, and will, come from within. Meanwhile we must send a strong message to the Russian
leadership that we stand united with the victims of its aggression and those who stand for the
values the EU is founded on,” he added.
 
 
 The resolution he steered through Parliament  was passed by 494 votes to  135,  with  69
abstentions.
 
EU member states must maintain their unity in the context of Russia’s illegal annexation of
Crimea and its direct involvement in the war in Ukraine as an “absolute priority”, MEPs say.
They also call on EU countries to refrain from bilateral deals with Russia which could harm this
unity. To ensure solidarity amongst the member states, a robust, rules-based European Energy
Union should be created swiftly, MEPs add.
 
 
 
Do more to counter Russian propaganda
 
 
 
Parliament calls on the Commission to earmark adequate funding without delay for concrete
projects to counter Russian propaganda and misinformation within the EU and abroad and to
programme “more ambitious financial assistance” for Russian civil society. It expresses concern
at the deterioration of human rights and the rule of law in Russia and calls for continued EU
support for Russian human rights defenders.
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Put an end to Russia’s interference in EU democracies
 
MEPs are also alarmed that Russia is positioning itself as a challenger of the international
democratic community and its law-based order and is supporting and financing radical and
extremist  parties  in  the  EU.  They  call  for  a  coordinated  mechanism to  be  set  up  by  the
Commission and EU member states to  monitor  financial,  political  or  technical  assistance
provided by Russia to political parties and other organisations in the EU and to assess its
influence over political life and public opinion. The Commission should also propose legislation
ensuring the full transparency of political funding and financing of political parties in the EU by
stakeholders outside it, MEPs say.
 
Russian blacklist “counterproductive and detrimental”
 
 
 
The resolution also condemns the “arbitrary” Russian blacklist banning 89 EU politicians and
officials  from its  territory  as  an  infringement  of  international  law,  a  violation  of  universal
standards and an impediment to transparency. This act is “counterproductive and detrimental to
the already weak channels of communication”, MEPs regret, underlining that those targeted
should be informed of the motives and have the right to appeal before an independent court.
 
Constructive relationship needed in the long run
 
 
 
MEPs say that in the long run, a constructive and predictable relationship between the EU and
Russia is desirable for their mutual benefit but stress that cooperation can only be resumed if
Russia  respects  the  territorial  integrity  and  sovereignty  of  Ukraine,  including  Crimea,
implements  the Minsk agreements  in  full  and halts  the destabilising military  and security
activities  at  the EU's  borders.
 
Strategic and military situation in the Black Sea following the illegal  annexation of
Crimea
 
In a separate resolution, drawn up by Ioan Mircea Pascu (S&D, RO) and passed on Thursday,
Parliament points to the complex strategic and military situation in the Black Sea and argues
that EU sanctions on Russia should continue to be linked to implementation of  the Minsk
Agreements. The strategic reality in the Black Sea area, where Russia has launched a long-
term militarization process, calls for responsible management by the EU, says the resolution. It
calls for the continuation of deterrence as part of the strategic reassurance needed by the
eastern members of both NATO and the EU. 
 
Procedure: Non-legislative resolution
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" I  am convinced that Russian people, as all  of us,
want peace, not war. "
EP rapporteur Gabrielius Landsbergis (EPP, LT)

19
standing MEPs are on the blacklist of 89 EU citizens banned from
entering Russia’s territory

Press releases
Gabrielius Landsbergis: "Sanctions against Russia are already bearing fruit"
Paşcu: Black Sea security challenge cannot be ignored or left entirely to Nato

Further information:
Adopted texts will be available here (click on 10.06.2015 and 11.06.2015)

Video recording of debate

Video of the press conference

Audiovisual material for professionals
EP Research study on Russia's manipulation of information on Ukraine and the EU's response

EP resolution on the invasion of Ukraine by Russia (13.03.2014)

Political groups
Press release by the EPP group
Press release by the ALDE group
Press release by the GUE/NGL group
Press release by the Greens/EFA group
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http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/plenary/en/texts-adopted.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/plenary/en/texts-adopted.html
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/plenary/video?debate=1433833219281
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/plenary/video?debate=1433833219281
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/other-events/video?event=20150610-1630-SPECIAL-UNKN
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/other-events/video?event=20150610-1630-SPECIAL-UNKN
http://audiovisual.europarl.europa.eu/Assetdetail.aspx?ref=I104297
http://www.eprs.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/eprs/auth/en/product_2.html?id=67575&src=2&q=id%3A67575%2BAND%2Bsrc%3A(2%2BAND%2B-4%2BAND%2B-8)
http://www.eprs.sso.ep.parl.union.eu/eprs/auth/en/product_2.html?id=67575&src=2&q=id%3A67575%2BAND%2Bsrc%3A(2%2BAND%2B-4%2BAND%2B-8)
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P7-TA-2014-0248&language=EN
http://www.eppgroup.eu/press-release/EU-needs-change-in-Russia-relations-after-Putin-aggression
http://www.alde.eu/nc/press/press-and-release-news/press-release/article/eu-must-re-shape-its-relationship-with-russia-45404/
http://www.guengl.eu/news/article/gue-ngl-news/gue-ngl-meps-call-on-eu-and-russia-to-stop-actions-that-damage-relations
http://www.greens-efa.eu/eu-russia-report-14138.html
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